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H
otel Binibona Parc Natural is a romantic

country Finca surrounded by countless olive

and almond trees located in the foothills of the

impressive Tramuntana Mountains. Binibona is

a beautiful natural park that is home to a variety of indigenous

species of flora and fauna and a great base for anybody who

wants to really get away from the hectic pace of modern life. As

the centre of a national park the main pastime of people staying

here is to walk, trek and explore the beautiful mountains and

countryside. Cyclists also enjoy the quiet tracks and lanes

linking the four villages of Selva, Moscari, Binibona and

Caimari. The hotel offer guests a free weekly guided walk to

areas such as the Tramuntana mountain range where black

vultures can be observed. (Hotel Binibona supports The Black

Vulture Conservation Fund-BVCF). With passion and typical

Mallorcan hospitality, Hotel Binibona's family owners lovingly

pamper their guests. Several services are at guests' disposal to

make their stay a very comfortable one, including a large

outdoor swimming pool (and separate small children's pool), a

fitness room, sauna, tennis court and terrace and garden area.

Relax by the pool or patios in luxurious white-draped day beds

or explore the beautiful landscaped terraced gardens. Horse-

riding, golf and wellness-therapies can be arranged. The entire

resort exudes wonderful Mallorcan flair including the 20 cosy

rooms and suites. Rooms are individually decorated and typica-

lly have wooden beamed ceilings, rustic tiled floors and colour-

ful wooden furniture, whilst suites are decorated in a more

modern style. Many rooms have four poster beds and terraces

and all offer spacious bathroom with Jacuzzi, Wi-Fi, mini bar,

smart TV, kettle, fluffy bathrobes and pool towels and naturally

stunning views. For those looking for complete privacy there is

a fully equipped 2 bedroom villa with private pool and every

compliment imaginable. The gastronomy at Hotel Binibona has

a special touch: traditional recipes in a creative and innovative

style mostly made with their own home-grown products. Dine in

a romantic atmosphere by candlelight on the terrace whilst

contemplating a magnificent view. With reservation guests on

Half Board have the opportunity to dine at Binibona's sister

hotel: Albellons Parc Natural, a short distance away.

Hotel Binibona Parc Natural
A ROMANTIC COUNTRY FINCA IN MALLORCA'S TRAMUNTANA MOUNTAINS
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